" A rgi lle Senesi " - Porcelai n Stone

The newest addition to our porcelain tile family- Argille Senesi. A
selection of four rich colors of porcelain stone, reminicent of the
oversize cobblestones that cover the streets of Florence, Italy.

[pictured- "Brunito" ]

The "Brunito" is a mix of rich browns, greys and dark taupe. The
tile has a slight undulated texture, providing the slip resistance
necessary for your indoor-outdoor projects. This project features
3x12 on the walls- creating a new perspective on the "brick look".

[pictured- "Cenere"]
"Cenere" is a warm mixture of grey and white, with almost a cream
undertone. Typically, the grey tones absorb light; however the white qualities

in Cenere will brighten up a low-lit room.

[a side street in Florence, Italy]
Is it stone or Argille Senesi "Cenere"? Hmmm....

[pictured- "Rosso"]
The color is "Rosso", which is a bit misleading. There are some red-tones,

but more of a deep brick red, mixed with deep brown and almost black.

[Duomo - Cattedrale di Santa Maria del Fiore]
Looking across the Florence rooftops, it's easy to see the inspiration from
which the colors of Argille Senesi originate.

"Argille Senesi" is a high quality, Italian digital inkjet porcelain. That means
the clarity of the pattern is indistinguishable from an actual piece of stone,
and there is no repeat of pattern.
Porcelain tile is a hard wearing material which is resistant to staining,
scratching and fading, and never needs to be sealed.
Argille Senesi is available in 12x24, 3x12 field, 3x12 surface bullnose and a
mixed-color 1x1 mosaic, comprised of Brunito, Rosso and Terra.

Do you know someone in need of a bath remodel? Replace worn carpet?
"Argille Senesi" is one of a dozen stone-look porcelains that we carry in
inventory every day. Contact your sales representative to learn more
about the porcelain selection at Monterrey Tile.

Monterrey Tile Company
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